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Meeting Schedule
Meeting 20 August, 2020 Thursday 1100 ET
Presentation
Kick Off Meeting 06 August, 2020 Thursday 1100 ET

Meeting Schedule

The TF is currently planning bi-weekly calls on Thursdays at 11:00 EDT. For invite to the meeting please contact Jim St.Clair

Meeting 20 August, 2020 Thursday 1100 ET

Welcome notes from Jim (reading of Anti Trust Policy) and Introduction of new participants

Presentation  
Ken Adler, ThoughtWorks, San Francisco Bay Area (pointed to ) also see Zero Trust Architecture https://docs.google.com/presentation/d
/14UMbEE9Q4tmFG07BumJfWCfL9BWnH4oRd9bSGS1rcOA/

Agenda (please add the links also on the slide)
Results of Ecosystem WG Discussion
Decentralized Semantics WG

 Jim - Would be good to see how HL7/FHIR-OCA work gets recognized through more extensive interaction
HL7 Participation

DaVinci Project
FHIR At Scale Task Force (FAST)
Adrian's remarks on https://openid.net/wg/heart/

National Patient Identifier
Adrian - how does patient matching fit into the general overall scheme of things

Scott - the primary use case for a patient identifier is patient matching. This TF focused on that idea - the purpose of 
the identifier - would be good progress.
Jim - the concept of the matching mechanism is not perhaps in scope.

Adrian - Sep 4 is the deadline for next round of comments for ONC. Would be appropriate for the Task Force to collaborate and 
respond. Jim agrees and will be working on enabling the collaborative/review and submission of responses.

ANSI/ISO/IEEE efforts
Likely something as a broader ToIP effort is likely to be a good thing
Jim is involved with and participating in a clutch of IEEE efforts in allied fields (please add the specific groups and also to the 
Liaison page on the wiki)

Notice and Consent TF
Ongoing conversations with the leadership of the TF in order to see how the groups can collaborate for elements which have 
overlap

Next Steps
ANSI/ISO/IEEE participation
Explore coordination with HL7

Evaluate the FAST ecosystem use cases as a starting point for patient identity plan
Global Use Cases

Adrian and Jim - the Indian national digital health blueprint and the focus on API

https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/Patient+Identity+Task+Force+Meeting+Page#PatientIdentityTaskForceMeetingPage-trueMeetingSchedule
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/Patient+Identity+Task+Force+Meeting+Page#PatientIdentityTaskForceMeetingPage-Meeting20August,2020Thursday1100ET
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/Patient+Identity+Task+Force+Meeting+Page#PatientIdentityTaskForceMeetingPage-Presentation
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/HOME/Patient+Identity+Task+Force+Meeting+Page#PatientIdentityTaskForceMeetingPage-KickOffMeeting06August,2020Thursday1100ET
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~jimstclair
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-207/final
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14UMbEE9Q4tmFG07BumJfWCfL9BWnH4oRd9bSGS1rcOA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/14UMbEE9Q4tmFG07BumJfWCfL9BWnH4oRd9bSGS1rcOA/edit
https://openid.net/wg/heart/
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Next Meeting on 03Sep

Presentation

Kick Off Meeting 06 August, 2020 Thursday 1100 ET

Zoom meeting recording

Welcome Notes (Jim StClair)
LF Anti-Trust notice etc
expecting liaison from other organizations working in the same space

Objectives (see slides)
development of an ecosystem governance framework focused on Patient Identity and support technical stack development to promote 
decentralized identity leveraging a national patient identifier (curiously enough existing legislation in the US prevent the creation of 
exactly this specific patient identifier; advocacy groups working on overturning that approach)
Patient ID TIPs into health data standards - working with ; ISO TC 307INCITS
Represent ToIP in advancing the concept of decentralized patient identity to health SDOs (ISO TC 215 - participation is also included in 
the desirable outcome)

Background and Context (see slides)
Deliverables

to be documented in more detail in an upcoming meeting
<discussion at this meeting?>

Milestones (see slides/wiki page)
General discussion

Adrian - how many identifiers can a patient have?
Jim - Industry standards around 5 identifiers to establish 85% level of assurance
Adrian - (important to consider and answer this question) whether we are matching identities in a coercive way? What is going 
to be our position (in ToIP) as to how patients control more than one healthcare identifier?

Dan Bachenheimer - US does not have a foundational identity similar to Aadhaar (de-duplicated ID) - to get to an 
authoritative source is a business decision from a healthcare community.
Scott W - a working ecosystem at the patient record level would likely handle the topic
Michael Shea - what is the focus/span of the TF - is this US centric or more global

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/v-xZLO3-9XtOe43isk3CXac9WdTheaa81idNr6Zcz0wzAm1uvlJRzhOMzwQD4_CU
http://www.incits.org
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Jim - a combination of GSWG work and TIPs should be able to handle the topics originating from specific 
geographies
Adrian - Why are we talking about healthcare/medical identity separately from other identities (leading to 
more elaboration on the question from IHE discussions)? Have been involved in health/medical information 
system in India and there is still the open question around self-sovereign identity

Todd Gehrke - it is likely because it is an edge case where we want to enable correlation
Paul Knowles - a couple of WGs and TFs at ToIP have intersection and overlap with the focus and deliverable at this TF. The semantics 
are going to be important for interoperability (due to globalization/i18n). DSWG would be very interested in the collaboration

Jim - it is important to keep the conversation moving ahead on topics of governance and technical implementation (even 
considering the certain last mile issues which will arise)

Philippe - need to consider how this is to be consumed for humanitarian efforts through international organizations. The reality of being 
able to follow patients across border is a tricky problem where SSI provides a promise of some sense of a technology solution.

Paul - clinical trials, vaccination and supply chain in terms of SSI based approach to solving this topic
Michael - cross-border issues are of significant importance. Even in the Nordics with digital ID systems, these are not 
recognized
Daniel B - UNHCR related conversation; best example of cross-border identity is a passport (country of issuance + document 
number = globally unique). Needs a trust infrastructure to ensure that the globally unique document is accepted

Paul Knowles - ongoing conversations in GLEIF - assurance for a digital system it is the same thing for an individual. And likely through 
a bio-metric based system

Adrian - how do we recognize the de-duplicated identity (using the example of Aadhaar) as some of these requirements will 
have a coercive approach.

Jim - perhaps a whitepaper on the state of the topic comes before a governance framework conversation is brought up
Adrian - a rubrics paper for patient identifiers would be a good start (for example, "The Rubrics of 

" paper to be read/looked at)Decentralization
Michael - within the MyData.org world there are foundational dimensions of Business Legal Technical Societal (BLTS) - do we have 
representations from all the dimensions? Would be important when considering the approach to a governance framework.

Adrian - The "S" dimension and the MyData.org is specifically relevant in context of work done on UMA (within the Kantara 
Initiative). The concept of "Regulatory Capture" around the work and topic of identity and establishment of identity
Jim - what are the tenets in BLTS which we can adopt in the TF

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rYdWiwawWmLOWtHRvT0GzYcdewW_OS9M2mAkENLFdtY/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rYdWiwawWmLOWtHRvT0GzYcdewW_OS9M2mAkENLFdtY/
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